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Learning to Live with the Standing People                 Adrian Ayres Fisher

What Canst Thou Say?

Whenever I sit quietly in a natural setting, I lose the 
self-conscious, analytical part of myself: I begin to 

feel the ‘livingness’ of the energies around me coalesce into 
what Quakers have long called the Presence.

As a child and young woman, I knew of no one else who 
experienced natural areas in quite this way, though many of 
my favorite writers seemed to. Daily life in the Midwest, 
however, is mostly not conducive to such revelations.   And 
these experiences seemed tied to specific places, with little 
connection to my real life.

 In 2002 my children and husband were doing well, I 
had gone back to school to prepare for a new career, and my 
grades were excellent. That fall, however, I began to suffer 
bouts of non-specific anxiety, and, whenever I went out-
side—walking in my quiet neighborhood, driving a favorite 
route along a forest preserve, strolling in a nearby park—an 
immense psychic pressure, like a new, invisible kind of light, 
poured down from trees and sky. It was as though the trees 
in particular were demanding to know: What are you doing 
for us? Just what are you doing? How are you helping us?

This went on for months. Naturally I told no one. Was 
this a cause or a symptom of my anxiety? Having long been 
environmentally conscious, I was fairly well up on subjects 
such as climate change, had absorbed James Lovelock’s 
Gaia hypothesis and other ideas about the living earth, and 
had loved Tolkien’s Ents from a child. Trees and sky com-
municating with me seemed like a story externalized, an 
elaborate, involuntary game of pretend possibly brought 
on by stress.  However, autumn merged into winter with 
no letup. That the trees lost their leaves made no difference 
in their communication, except possibly to become more 
emphatic. Craggy oaks, spreading maples, soaring elms…
there’s no other way to put it: they nagged. I found myself 
answering: Ok, ok, I will, I will. I’ll do something to help 
you—sometimes out loud, if I happened to be alone. 

Later, I understood I’d become acutely aware that 
the Presence is everywhere, “shining like shook foil,” as 
Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote in God’s Grandeur.  At the 
time it wasn’t at all glamorous, transporting or elevating, 
as many nature-centered writers and poets would have us 
believe. It was worrisome. And only later would I learn how 
Brother Lawrence encountered God in the kitchen and that 
in Potawatomi, the old language of my bioregion, the trees 
are called “the Standing People” for good reason. Robin 
Kimmerer writes that nouns in English are often verbs in 
Potawatomi; this expresses a worldview that embraces nature 
as being full of non-human persons who are our relatives and 
teachers. And at certain times, tribal elders might suggest 
that one should “go among the Standing People for awhile” 
and learn from them.

***
When I took on the internship that was to launch my 

career, anxieties became weeping fits, an inability to func-
tion, and ultimately a minor car accident on the way to work, 
after which I never went back. Though I managed to keep 
up my family life there ensued long days of staring out the 
window, or sitting on the back porch, looking at the garden 

From the Guest Editor:
It has been a joy to read of others’ experiences of 
sacred space and the wisdom gleaned from these 
experiences. We received so many outstanding 
submissions that we are supplementing the 
print version with this web version. Here you 
will find articles, poems and artwork that reflect 
contributors’ gifts—sharing numinous moments, 
insights gained, and lives changed. 

     —Kathleen Maia Tapp
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with a twofold task: to integrate 
the sacred into my whole life and to 
center that life in earthcare.

So led, I began to volunteer in the 
forest preserves and embarked on 
years of learning: about plants, ani-
mals, geography and history; about 
ecology, and my home ecosystem.   
Earthcare has become my work.  
Aldo Leopold writes that we should 
learn to “think like a mountain;” I’m 
still learning to think like a small 
piece of woods adjacent to a river. 

As I continued this path, the 
Standing People began to quiet 
down. I had learned an important 
lesson from them, a way of being and 
seeing that connected the Presence 
within myself with the Presence 
manifest throughout all of nature—
as William Penn says, “this noble 
Creation that has the Voice and 
Stamp of a Deity everywhere, and in 
every Thing to the Observing.” 

I have learned that there is no 
particular sacred place, per se, but 
that the sacred is part of the intri-
cately woven, four-dimensional 
fabric of our universe. I take shelter 
in the Quaker practice that forms a 
pliable, permeable, yet comfortable 
home within which to dwell. The 
Presence manifests itself in the alive-
ness of the trees and water and birds 
and plants and also in the silence of 
meeting.  We might say prayers at 

any time, but what 
we do can also be a 
form of prayer.  The 
Standing People are 
no longer scold-
ing me, but I am 
always aware of 
their presence.

Adrian Ayres Fisher 
worships with Oak Park 
Friends Meeting, Oak 
Park, Illinois She can 
be reached at <aaf@
ecologicalgardening.
net>.

What Canst Thou Say? (WCTS) 
is an independent publication 
coperatively produced by Friends 
with an interest in mystical 
experience and contemplative 
practice. It is published in August, 
November, February, and May. 
The editorial and production team 
is Lissa Field, Mariellen Gilpin, 
Judy Lumb, Grayce Mesner, 
Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson, Mike 
Resman, Earl Smith, and Eleanor 
Warnock. 
Tell us your stories! WCTS is a 
worship-sharing group in print. 
We hope to help Friends be 
tender and open to the Spirit. 
Articles that best communicate 
to our readers focus on specific 
events and are written in the first 
person. We welcome submissions 
of articles less than 1500 words 
and artwork suitable for black and 
white reproduction. 
Please send your text sub-
missions in Word or generic 
text format and artwork in high 
resolution jpeg files. Photocopied 
art and typed submissions are 
also accepted. Send via email 
to <wctseditors@gmail.com> 
or hard copy to WCTS, 818 W. 
Columbia, Champaign, IL 61820. 
All authors and artists retain 
copyright to their articles and 
artwork published in WCTS. 
WCTS retains the right to publish 
initially and to reprint in WCTS 
anthologies. If you want to reprint 
an article from WCTS, please 
contact us for permission. We 
will make every effort to contact 
the author. If that is not possible, 
we may grant permission and ask 
that a copy be sent to the Meeting 
last attended by the author.
Subscriptions are $10 for one year, 
$18 for two years. Back issues are 
$1.50 each, $15 for a partial set 
(Issues 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80), 
and $60 for a complete set to the 
current issue. Email subscriptions 
are $5 per year. Send subscription 
correspondence to Michael 
Resman <wtcssubscriptions@
gmail.com> or WCTS, 815 9th 
Street SW, Rochestor MN 55902.

I had always loved tending. What was 
I to do? How was I to live in a reality 
newly without boundaries? 

It gradually became clear that 
this debilitating grief and confusion 
had less to do with my own failure—
I actually felt relieved—and more 
to do with the destructive ways 
our culture has acted towards the 
living earth, and my own complic-
ity. Something had forced me to 
understand that everything really 
is connected; one cannot live life 
separate from either nature or the 
sacred—which includes nature.  If I 
did not act on this new knowledge, 
the trees and sky were not going to 
leave me alone.  Since I was not deal-
ing with this very well by myself, and 
the Standing People were not offer-
ing any suggestions, I decided that 
a faith community might provide a 
context and the tools I would need to 
manage these changed perceptions.

I had read about the Quakers, 
and I liked the idea of silent worship.  
One first day morning I made my way 
to a nearby Friends Meeting. With 
no fanfare, my new life began. Over 
time, with guidance from many dear 
Friends, I learned our testimonies, 
ways and practices. How wonderful 
to discover that so many people had 
had analogous experiences and that 
I was now part of an inclusive com-
munity that valued the Presence, 
understood it to 
be evident in all 
of creation, and to 
exist in ourselves, 
as well. Here, it 
was accepted that 
everything is con-
nected,  that all 
living things are 
part of our earth 
community and 
deserve respect. 
In Quaker terms, 
I’d simply been 
handed a leading 

Oak Tree, one of the Standing 
People (photo by Ken Tapp)
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A Blessing
Anne M. Scherer

left on my own
wrestling with demons that crouch in corners, ready to leap
and angels that hover, and on rare occasion we speak
    “I will not let you go!”
a guttural cry released, from deep within my spirit
   “I ask only that you bless me, I beseech”
in hopes that a blessing will lift the darkness, enough to breathe
put darkness on a shelf, in the shadows, beyond my reach
she turns to face me
a being of wonder and Light!
gazing, our eyes meet, and in that moment, I am given touch, insight
    she ascends
and I am left on my own, wrestling
merely human, I am weak
as in darkness, I stumble in the light, now lame
          and a single feather falls

3
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as in darkness, I stumble in the light, now lameas in darkness, I stumble in the light, now lame

Longing for 
Sacred Space

Anne Scherer

I have longed for a sacred place—a 
refuge—since high school. I would 

sit beneath the willow trees, or the oak 
in the back yard, or ride my bike as 
fast as I could, to feel the wind on my 
face. I was racing against time. Was I 
seeking the Holy or a means of escape 
to a place that felt safe? Searching for 
peace from the turmoil of teenage angst 
and unrest not only within myself and 
my relationship with my father, but the 
turmoil of the war, anger and fear that 
seemed as if it would never end. 

It didn’t end…it just changed. 
Through the years, I have found 

a sense of peace, a sacred place, play-
ing my fl ute in the stairwell of the 
Humanities Building in between art 
classes. I would go to the sixth fl oor, 

sit on the steps, and the music would 
echo down the stairs. Peaceful.

I found other places in college. 
The Neuma Center, a church with a 
stone interior. Had I found the Holy, 
the Sacred Place? I would play my 
fl ute there as well… again, the echo, 
again the peace. I would walk along 
Lake Mendota, amongst the trees; 
in-between classes, all the way out 
to picnic point, and sit gazing at the 
lake… in silence.

Several years later, I sought 
respite/escape from a crumbling mar-
riage. Taking only the basics, I would 
drive, alone, to Maryland and stay, not 
ever wanting to leave. I searched for 
peace and renewal at a retreat center. 
Dayspring Retreat Center nestled in 
the woods, simple. Asking only that I 
respect nature, and the… silence. 

 I found solace on those three-day 
silent retreats, broken only by birdsong 
and the wind rustling in the trees. If 
the retreat was guided, as some were, 

then there were periods of instruction 
and refl ection; otherwise meals, daily 
activities of meal preparation and clean 
up were done in…silence.

It did end… it changed. 
I live alone…in silence. It has 

taken time to accept. It would be lying 
to you to say that it has been easy, that 
I am not lonely. I think that loneli-
ness happens to everybody. No one 
is immune. What has happened, over 
the last eight years, is that I have come 
to fi nd that my home, a place I have 
made my own, is a sacred place. That 
even though sometimes I want to run/ 
escape, and sometimes I am afraid, I 
feel safe here. I have felt struggle, yes, 
but I have also felt peace.

Perhaps sacred places lie within 
each and every one of us; we have no 
further to look, than within.

Anne Scherer is a writer, poet, and 
artist. She attends Rochester, MN Friends 
Meeting.
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Durphee Lake 
Hazel Jonjak

I was a home-birth baby in 1944, 
born maybe 200 feet from Durphee 

Lake. The Lake was down the hill 
from the house. At first my folks put 
up a chicken-wire and post fence a few 
feet from shore, so we oldest siblings 
wouldn’t go out past our waists when 
we played in the water. By the time 
the fifth baby was born, Mom assumed 
the older kids would keep an eye on 
the littler ones. Poor little Terry was 
placed in a beach hole we had dug so he 
couldn’t go in the water and interfere 
with our swimming! 

We all took to the water, almost 
amphibians. When I did fall in I told 
my Mom, “I fell in the water and 
drowned, but I didn’t cry!” By the 
time our mother was in her seventies 
she couldn’t excuse herself for having 
left us on our own so that she could 
escape to her garden. In her memoir, 
she thanked our Guardian Angels for 
protecting us when she craved alone 
time.

Near shore, we kids walked midst 
schools of baby bullheads. If we got in 
their pathway, a small corral of chubby 
black fish wiggled off to the side, 
rejoining their larger group once they 
escaped our chubby legs. A kingfisher 
scouted his water prey from a birch 
limb just past the swimming area, and 
dragonflies nabbed mosquitos and 
gnats that bothered us. Deerflies and 
horse flies forced us to duck under. 
A blue heron fished for frogs and fish 
over by the warehouse, further down 
the beach from us.

As we became old enough to work 
in the cranberry marsh or garden, the 
Lake was our salvation. After weed-
ing for hours under the sun’s glare, 
tormented by circling bugs ready to 
bite as soon as we used two hands to 
pull out a hefty willow, Mom gave us 
a reprieve. We could run to the lake to 
cool off. Ahhhh—Rush headlong into 

Durphee in our workclothes, sweat and 
peat flecks staining our wake, young 
Polish peasant stock transforming to 
floating bodies, as free as the ducks 
and water-bugs skimming about us.

When we were kids, we took water 
from Durphee Lake and Lac Courte 
Oreilles for flooding for harvest and 
sprinkling for frost control. Water 
would then be returned to either lake. 
When the alkaline water of Couderay 
was overpowering our spring-fed 
lake, algae appeared. We closed off 
the ditches to Durphee, to allow it to 
acidify once again. The most ancient 
wild Be-ings on the lake, the Loons, 
need pristine surroundings to thrive.

Fast forward to my years as a 
graduate student at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. I am in a hypnosis 
class recalling a troubling dream from 
the night before:

I’m on Durphee’s shore, observ-
ing loons in trouble. They have cauls 
over their heads covering their beaks, 
unable to take in food. All I have to 
share are moldy peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches, on white soggy bread. I 
reach my food out to them, praying they 
can open their mouths and survive.

By the time of my dream, Durphee 
was separated from the alkalinity 
of Lac Courte Oreilles again, so the 
message of my dream held true. The 
loons on our sacred lake do survive, 
and I hear them yodeling overhead 
from my little house in the woods 
on Wintergreen Lane. We take our 
children and grandchildren to swim in 

Durphee Lake. The bullhead babies no 
longer swim with our kids, but osprey, 
eagles, and herons come by. We try to 
swim across Durphee at least once a 
year, for old times sake. My sister and 
I can no longer turn 13 somersaults 
under water without coming up for air, 
but our progeny know how to do swim-
ming strokes correctly from swimming 
lessons in cities!

As I’m reliving this dream, tears 
trickle down my face from my left 
eye. Months pass. I’m home again 
for the summer, and can work on the 
cranberry marsh. I realize I need to 
tell my brother, my boss now, that I 
can no longer put chemical herbicides 
on weeds of our farm. I can work on 
the grass-machine in harvest, pitchfork 
grass off the beds in November, and 
plant cranberries in the spring, but I’m 
no longer going to put evil substances 
on any plant. He’s okay with my deci-
sion, and later converts to organic 
farming.

Mohawk elder Jake Swamp 
explained to me that who we are is 
partially the lakes, mountains, rivers, 
terrains that have formed us.  So when 
Durphee Lake no longer has baby 
bullheads and kingfishers, part of me 
is bereft, grieving.
Hazel Jonjak lives without electricity in 
northern Wisconsin.

Called Home
Alicia Adams

When Life calls me Home
to Itself

why do I resist?
Do I think

I birthed myself?
Wherever I am

when I remember this
I am Home:

my Sacred Place.
Alicia Adams lives in Mimbres, 
New Mexico <alicia.dan@
gmail.com>

Loon (photo by Ken Tapp)
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Heartbreak, Hope 
and Love

David Blair

In the summer of 1968, I traveled to 
Norway after a “Dear John” letter 

left me heartbroken. I found my way 
to Skogadalsbøen, a remote hut in 
the network run by the Norwegian 
Tourist Association. Erling and Anna, 
the couple running the hut, hired me 
to chop wood and do other odd jobs 
in exchange for my room and board.

The work—and their company— 
was the medicine I needed. Anna 
cooked and cleaned for dozens of 
guests. She was kind, cheerful and 
motherly. Erling had grown up on 
a mountain farm where the family 
didn’t see the sun for some months of 
each year, and later had herded rein-
deer during the winter on top of the 
Jotunheim, Norway’s rugged interior. 
Immensely capable and strong, he let 
me work with him laying a sod roof 
and bringing in wood. Their presence 
was a balm.

I returned the next summer, and 
again in 1998 with my wife Linda, her 
brother and our daughter Anna, whom 
I carried on my back as she was only 

two and a half years old. I remember 
a magical afternoon gathering and 
processing blueberries with the two 
Annas working together.

Linda died in June, 2007, and at 
the end of that summer Skogadalsbøen 
called to me again, so I went. I spent 
two nights there, rather than moving on 
to another hut as most hikers do. On 
that second day, I walked up a stream 
in the valley above the hut, sat on a 
boulder in the middle of the stream and 
opened myself. Grief, regret and guilt 
overwhelmed me as I wept and wept. 
I prayed for help and, washed clean, 
felt peace. That evening, I realized I 
was open to love and be loved again, 
in spite of the pain of loss. 

Skogadalsbøen has  a lways 
answered my greatest inner need, and 
is deeply sacred to me. I hope to walk 
there again in the summer of 2015 with 
my two grandsons.

David Blair David lives in rural New 
Hampshire, has taught in the public 
schools, and co-founded and directed the 
Mariposa Museum and World Culture 
Center in Peterborough, NH. Between 
1985 and 1993 he lived in China, the 
Philippines and Vietnam. The inner 
journey has taken him to even more 
amazing places.

Climbing Pendle 
Hill

Amy Perry

I climbed upand downPendle 
Hill. What a view from the top! It is 

1800 feet high and seemingly the high-
est hill around. It was worth it! They 
say you can see the sea on some days. 
My sister and I didn't see the sea, but 
we saw so much that I believe you can 
see the sea sometimes. We saw towns, 
reservoirs, fields, stone fences, birds, 
sheep, and many, many hills. Some 
of the hills and valleys were clearly 
outlined and some hazy, all in different 
shades of green.

It was exceedingly windy, so much 
so that I stayed clear of drop offs for 
fear of being blown off. It took us at 
least three hours to go up and back, 
and we stopped to rest and catch our 
breath a lot on the way up.  The angle 
was steep on the path we took up, but 
the steps and rocks themselves weren't 
steep.

I mentally said names of people 
on the way up, and spoke them aloud 
on the top. I felt a kinship with George 
Fox. My sister said it felt "thin" up 
there in the sense that the boundary 
between worlds was thin. The paths 
are barely marked and do not say any-
thing about Fox or Friends! The paths 
are labeled public footpaths and the 
signs are wooden, very small and old-
looking. They wind through private 
properties. I felt like a holiday walker 
or hiker. The inconspicuousness felt 
appropriate for Quakers.

I'm glad I did it. Now I know what 
Fox's countryside looked like.

Amy Perry is a member of and active 
at First Friends Meeting, Indianapolis 
(Indiana). She is a supporter of Iglesia 
Amigos, a Hispanic Ministry under the 
wing of Westfield (Indiana) Friends 
Church. 

I am mountain
Great Smoky One
I am older than you can dream
I rose from the infant days
of earth’s being
I am a Smoky Prayer to Creator

from the Prayer of the World
We are developing a presentation. 
Watch for it to appear on the WCTS blog 
<worshipsharinginprint.wordpress.com>.
Poetry by Kathleen Maia Tapp
Photo by Ken Tapp
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When I was quite young I 
found a shaded cubby hole 

under some overhanging vines in a 
vegetable garden, where I could sit 
within and be hidden, and yet I could 
see out. A feeling of protection and 
peace and safety imbued my spirit. 
Surprised by this impact, I wanted to 
be there always.

One time, grade school age, 
walking down a hill by our house, I 
came to the edge of a slight ravine. 
I stopped as a feeling of com-
plete union with something beyond 
engulfed me. I transcended the 
ordinary and felt an ecstasy I had no 
words for.

There was no one to speak to 
of these experiences, and so I had 
nowhere to place them, except in 
memory and essence and wonder, 
in my being.

Another experience occurred 
during the most difficult time in my 
life, just after a horrendous divorce 
and custody battle, accompanied 
with abandonment by almost all of 
my friends and family. Many pain-
ful moments, stretching into hours, 
days, months; lost, abandoned, con-
fused, empty, without understanding, 
with a broken trust in everything 

I had known before. A realization 
came to me that the deeper the cut 
of pain into the field of our being, 
the deeper the opening for joy. One 
day, drawn to the window, standing 
there looking out, I became so dif-
fuse; as if my essences were tendrils 
floating out into the air, the earth, the 
sky, the everything. At that moment 
I became a living being embedded 
in the entire web of life.

Once, sitting on the rocky rim 
of the Grand Canyon at daybreak, 
as I prayed for all and everyone, 
known and unknown, in all the four 
directions, the sun began to light the 
rim beyond. I heard a voice from 
within say, “You are as deep as this.” 
I have carried this one, and ponder 
its meaning still.

Through studies and practices of 
Native American Spirit, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Sufism, Quakerism 
and Unity, I’ve found that the 
Transcendent Divine I was taught 
about in early life is Ever Immanent. 
This is Sacred Space. The Sacred 
Place I am reminded to come home 
to over and over again without 
ceasing. 

And that one time, meditating, 
in which I became found in the 
Beyond—

“Divine Mother’s glory is infinite, 
and whoever learns to float in the 
Ocean of Her Love knows neither 
fear nor care. Simple trustfulness 
is all She wants of us….” 
(Swami Paramananda, 1977. Book 
of Daily Thought and Prayer).

Kate Kanaley-Miller of Petersburg, 
Illinois has attended Springfield 
Worship Group, Illinois. She is on an 
inner journey learning to be completely 
comfortable in the Great Unknown. She 
has begun a journal she calls “Making 
Friends with Death,” which is leading 
her to an ever-deepening understanding 
of that life adventure.

Finding Herself in the Great Unknown
Kate Kanaley-MilleBrother Marks

Lillian Heldreth

My Grandfather came full circle.
Saw the fields when he was a boy,
Bright to run in, sweet to work in.

Later, though often his hoe 
chunked earth,

He forgot the meadows,
Followed the Spirit,
Preached from the Pulpit
The Word, with Fire.

Aged, he saw again the time
When the grasses, early golden 

with wonder,
Gild again with memory,
Sun on old bones.

Then he died and was buried,
And his ghost
Haunts brilliant summer days
With drowsy flies.

Lillian Heldreth formerly attended 
Urbana-Champaign Meeting and is 
now a member of a Native American 
spir i tual i ty group in Marquette, 
Michigan. She is writer/editor for the 
Marquette Magazine, a local tourist 
publication.

Proceedings of First Gathering
As the 2013 “First Annual Gathering of Friendly Mystics” was draw-

ing to a close, Janice Sternsrude volunteered to solicit contributions, edit, 
and publish the Proceedings of this historic gathering. She assembled a 
beautiful document, complete with photos of the participants. 

It is available for download at <whatcanstthousay.org/first-gather-
ing> or print copies can be ordered from Lulu.com. The full-color hard-
cover edition is $29.98  and the paperback edition in black and white is 
$5.50. Go to <lulu.com/shop> and search for “What Canst Thou Say.”
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WCTS 20th 
Anniversary 

The original What Canst Thou 
Say editorial team began publishing 
in 1994, so this year is our twentieth 
anniversary. Just as we did ten years 
ago, we plan to publish an anthology 
of the second ten years. The editorial 
team has begun selecting and organiz-
ing material for this anthology under 
a tentative title “Intimacy with God.” 
We hope to go to press before the end 
of 2014.

Our tenth anniversary anthology 
Discovering God as Companion: Real 
Life Stories from What Canst Thou 
Say? is available from FGC Bookstore 
<quakerbooks.org> (800) 966-4556.

Greetings to Friends everywhere from the Participants in “Naming Our 
Spiritual Condition: The Second Annual Gathering of Friendly Mystics”: 

During our first annual gathering in June of 2013, a leading arose to “Name the Spiritual Condition 
of the World.” Over the course of the year by blog and email, we discerned that before we could 

name the spiritual condition of the world, we had to name our own spiritual condition. 
Just as at the first gathering, we met at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. We were housed in 

student housing and the College furnished meals and meeting rooms. It was a homecoming for some 
participants, who had attended Earlham College in earlier years. The first two days repeated the structure 
of the first gathering: sharing our stories. Each included worship, small group worship-sharing, and an 
ongoing art exhibit. The gathering served us by providing a safe space to share our mystical experiences, 
which some felt was not always comfortable in their home meetings. 

There were no plenaries, committee meetings, or Meetings for Worship for Business. But instead 
we focused on sharing our stories. Meeting each other has built relationships among mystics coast to 
coast and brought old friends together. 

Participants were invited to create Interest Groups. Topics included: Meeting for Healing, Refiner’s 
Fire, Dreams and Such, Tai Chi and Qi Gong, and Why I Live in Belize and Other Stories of Healing. 

A highlight of the gathering was an Open Mic night that featured original poetry, stories, and sing-
ing. Toward the end of the evening, as a performer began her healing dance, music was spontaneously 
added, and everyone got up and danced.

We worshiped with Clear Creek Monthly Meeting at the Stout Memorial Meetinghouse on campus. 
Following lunch we said “good-bye” to the few participants who did not stay for the extended worship, 
and those remaining gathered to begin the work of naming our spiritual condition.

It was Pentecost Sunday afternoon, and we met in the second-floor Coate Library, which we chris-
tened “The Upper Room.” Over the next two days in extended worship and worship-sharing, one by 
one we spoke from the silence. As one participant summed it up, “I went to this meeting of mystics who 
don’t want to be called ‘mystics,’ who want to do something, but they don’t know what that is, and they 
want to do it again next year.” 
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November 2014
Religious Wounding
Editors: Mariellen Gilpin and 
Michael Resman 
Have you been wounded or outraged 
by religious language, concepts, 
or institutions? Did that alter your 
connection with God? Do you still need 
to insulate yourself from reminders of 
your religious past? Do you feel safe 
expressing yourself in your Friends 
Meeting? Has your language for your 
spiritual experience been welcomed in 
your meeting? Or have you felt censored, 
disrespected, or shunned? How is such 
behavior dealt with in your Meeting? 
Have you reconciled with those who 
wounded or offended you? What has 
helped you heal? 

Deadline: August 15, 2014

February 2015 
Paradigm Shift
Editors: Judy Lumb and Earl 
Smith
Paradigm shifts happen when an 
assumption changes that reflects a 
deeply held belief about ourselves, 
the human condition, or the way the 
world works. How do we know what 
we know? Mysticism and science 
both accumulate knowledge through 
experience rather than following some 
human-constructed authority. Have 
you suddenly realized something that 
changed your whole life? Whether 
or not such a shift is welcomed, the 
transition can still be very difficult. 
What helped you come through the 
transition with wisdom and grace? 

Deadline: November 15, 2014

May 2015
Liberation from Captivity
Editor: Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-
Carlson
Therefore it is said, “When 
he ascended on high he made 
captivity itself a captive; he 
gave gifts to his people.” 
Ephesians 4:8. How have you 
been held captive? What led to 
your captivity? How did you 
come to find liberation? Do you 
feel you are partially or totally 
free? What leads you to that 
conclusion? What gifts have 
you been given as you’ve been 
freed from captivity? How has 
liberation led to your current 
lifestyle and/or work? 

Deadline: February 15, 2015 


